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INTRODUCTION 
In Part I of this work [l], the concept of renormalization was 
developed for a general class of weak stochastic or quantum processes, 
and then applied to the case of certain processes associated with a 
given locally compact Abelian group G and a given G-invariant 
positive self-adjoint operator B in L,(G). In intuitive, scientifically 
colloquial, language, this process is the “neutral scalar quantum field 
&x) in the space G, corresponding to the energy operator B.” If the 
spectral function for B (i.e., the corresponding function on the dual 
group G*, multiplication by which acts on Fourier transforms in 
corresponding fashion to the action of B on the original function) has 
the property that its inverse S(.) is in L,(G*) for all p > 1, then the 
“renormalized n-th power of the process,” as intrinsically characterized 
in I, exists for all positive integral n as a self-adjoint-operator-valued 
process in G, and enjoys natural properties such as locality, group- 
invariance, etc. 
The conventional, “relativistic,” case of presumed physical appli- 
cability, is that in which G is the additive group of a 3-dimensional 
euclidean space, and B has the form (c - 4)1/2, where c is a 
nonnegative constant and .4 is the laplacian in its usual self-adjoint 
formulation. The same terminology is applied on occasion to the 
related, say “quasirelativistic,” cases in which G is an n-dimensional 
connected abelian Lie group, and in which the spectral function B(k) 
has the form B(k) = (c + R2)1/2. It is only when n = 1 that the 
foregoing hypothesis on B is valid; and indeed it is known that the 
renormalized square cannot exist as a self-adjoint-operator-valued 
distribution in space, in relativistic cases, when n > 2 (see [2]). 
The present paper is concerned with the mathematical theory of 
such singular cases as the quasirelativistic ones with n > 2. It is 
shown that if S(.) ELJG*) f or all sufficiently large p-a hypothesis 
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evidently valid in the relativistic cases-the renormalized powers exist 
as generalized-operator-valued functions on G x RI, as intrinsically 
characterized by the corresponding variant of the characterization in I. 
The generalized operators in question can be considered to map a 
dense domain D in the underlying Hilbert space K into the antidual 
*D of D in a natural topology; in doing so, they in general carry D 
into a set contained in the complement in *D of the image of K 
under its natural injection into *D. This means that as operators in K, 
their domain consists in general only of 0; but they have nevertheless 
cogent analytical properties, deriving from their invariance under 
unitary operators generating a ring with Abelian commuter. In 
particular, they are readily integrated, and process-averages with 
respect to functions on space or space-time thereby treated. The 
self-adjointness results of I, although not the spectral resolution and 
more refined properties of the renormalized powers of the space- 
averaged Wick powers treated there, may be recovered from the 
present results, together with the simple observation that there is at 
least one nonzero vector in the domains of these entities as operators 
in K (with values in K). 
Although the basic questions treated here are static ones, they 
originate and are fundamental for the problem of the construction of 
nonlinear local quantum fields, as indicated in [3], [4], and [5]. 
Moreover, the dynamics of the process under consideration here 
plays a role which is absent in the simpler situation treated in I, in 
that the space D,(H) of all infinitely differentiable vectors with respect 
to a certain positive self-adjoint operator H in K, closely related to 
the operator B and known colloquially as the “free-field Hamiltonian,” 
is the initial domain of the generalized operators employed. Partly 
for this reason, and partly to clarify the external significance of the 
present developments, a preliminary Section 1 is included on the 
so-called “quantization” of the abstract differential equation 
Q”(t) + Bs@(t) = 0. In Section 2, a calculus for renormalized 
products is developed. This calculus is useful in abbreviating extensive 
computations involving renormalized products; conceptually, it 
derives from abstract stochastic integration theory. In Section 3, the 
basic characterization of renormalized powers is established. The 
characterization is algebraically analogous to that given in I, but since 
generalized rather than strict operators are involved, the irreducibility 
of the quantum process operators (at a fixed time) no longer suffices 
as a basis for the unicity proof. To this end it is necessary to treat a 
generalized strong irreducibility of the complex exponentials of the 
process operators, as operators in D,(H). In Section 4, it is shown that 
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the renormalized powers thus characterized do in fact exist under the 
indicated assumption on the spectral function of the operator B. 
(In colloquial language, this assumption is roughly to the effect that 
the dependence of the energy on the momentum is such that as the 
momentum goes to co, the energy must also do so, at a rate which 
cannot be grossly divergent from the rate at which the momentum 
goes to co; e.g., the energy is not permitted to grow only logarith- 
mically, while the momentum grows polynomially. A theory in which 
this was not satisfied would seem to be conceptually as well as empiri- 
cally unphysical.) 
Although only scalar processes are considered here, the methods 
developed appear applicable to symmetric quantum processes of a 
vector character, as well as in part to relevant antisymmetric processes 
and their direct products with symmetric processes, such as arise in 
quantum electrodynamics. Such further developments will be treated 
in a sequel to the present paper. 
1. TECHNICAL PRELIMINARIES 
Before proceeding to the development of analogs to the results of 
I applicable to less restricted processes, the origin of such relatively 
singular processes will be indicated. Briefly, these processes are the 
simplest from the standpoint of their formal algebraic structure, and 
have relatively the most extensive group-invariance properties. Their 
analytical singularity appears as a concomitant to such foundationally 
essential features. 
In a number of inportant situations, there is given a differential 
equation which can be put in the form 
where B is an operator in the real linear space M, and @ (=@(t)) is 
an unknown function from R1 into M. If M is a Hilbert space H and 
B is self-adjoint in H, the treatment of Eq. (*) is, generally speaking, 
a simple deduction from spectral theory in Hilbert space. The 
function 
@(t) = cos(tB)@, + v@, 
is a strict solution, for suitably regular given vectors @a and @ 
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(it is necessary and sufficient that di, E DB2 and @r ED,), and this 
solution is unique. Weak solutions, i.e., solutions of the equations 
; C@(t), w> + (Q(t), B2w) = 0, WED, 
D being a given dense domain in H which is invariant under B, are 
readily treated also, under suitable conditions on D (it suffices if D is 
invariant under cos(tB) and sin(&)/& t E Rl). In fact, these weak 
solutions may be regarded as strong solutions in another space and 
indeed the whole theory may be extended to cover the case when @,, 
and @r have their values in the dual of the space [Dm(B)], by which 
is meant the common part of the domains of the P, in the topology in 
which U, -+ u means that Ij B’(u, - u)lin -+ 0 for all r = 0, l,... . 
The question also arises on occasion of the existence of a quantum 
process d;(t), for each t E A?, satisfying an analogous and related equa- 
tion to (*) or (**), together with prescribed algebraic (so-called 
“canonical commutation”) relations, to the effect that for each t E R1, 
the pair ((a(l), (a/&) 6(t)) satisfy the Weyl relations. More specifically, 
one seeks a function 6(x, t), defined on D’ x R1, where D’ is a 
suitable (and adjustable) dense domain in H, whose values are 
self-adjoint operators in a complex Hilbert space K, satisfying the 
differential equation 
g 6(x, t) + 6(BQ, t) = 0 (x ED’, t E RI), 
or its weak form, say ($*), relative to a dense domain D in K: 
w, w’) + (6(B2w, t), w’) = 0 (x E D’, w, w’ ED). (“*) 
One requires in addition that the derivative (a/at) 6(x, t) determine 
(either by extension or from the bilinear form on D) 
adjoint operator 8(x, t) in K, and that the relations 
a unique self- 
eikz,t)&w) = &(2+v.t) 
ei&z.t)ei&v,t) = &(~+y,t) 
(9 
ei&x,t)ei~(~.t) = ei(r.~>ei~:‘“,t)ei~(~,t) 
are satisfied (t E R1, X, y ED’). Colloquially, such a process @.) is 
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called, on occasion, a “quantum field corresponding to the classical 
equation (*)“, or a “(second) quantized field corresponding to @(.)“. 
There exist many distinct such quantum processes 6, when H 
is infinite-dimensional (when H is finite-dimensional, essentially only 
one process exists, within multiplicity, by virtue of the Stone-von 
Neumann theorem on the uniqueness of the Schrodinger operators). 
Indeed, these various processes are highly regular, and all ambiguities 
connected with unbounded operators and their domains may be 
removed by formulations entirely in terms of bounded operators. The 
nonuniqueness persists if the important further conditions of irreduci- 
l$lity of the operator ring associated with the totality of the 5(x, t) and 
@(y, t), as x and y vary over D’, or Poincare invariance when applicable, 
or existence of a cyclic vector u for the totality of the eii(Z,l), which is 
stationary. If however, the condition of the positivity of the self-adjoint 
generator of the (unitary) one-parameter group giving the temporal 
development in K (i.e., the group r(t) such that r(t) @(x, s) r(t)-l = 
@(x, s + t), T(t)v = v, for all x ED’ and s, t E RI), is imposed, 
together with the condition of cyclicity for v, then the process in 
question is unique. This may be called the normal (symmetric) process 
satisfying Eq. (g*). 
This paper is primarily concerned with the static processes obtained 
by restricting this unique process &(., t), and its first time derivative 
@(., t), to a fixed time t, in the case when H is of the form R&(G) 
(the prefix “R” d enoting the restriction to real-valued functions), for 
some locally compact Abelian group G, and B is invariant under the 
regular representation of G. More formally, it will suffice for present 
mathematical purposes to make the 
DEFINITION. Let H’ denote a real Hilbert space, B a given positive 
self-adjoint operator in H’ (annihilating no nonzero vector), and D’ 
a domain in H’ which is invariant under B2 and the operators cos(tB) 
and sin(tB),‘B, t E R1, and contained in the domains of B*(l12). The 
normal process associated with the equation (*), relative to the domain 
D’ is defined as the system (@, K, v, F) (unique within unitary 
equivalence) obtained as follows. 
Let HO denote the set of all pairs u = (x, y) with x, y E D’, as a real 
pre-Hilbert space relative to the inner product (where C = W2): 
S(u, u') = (Cx, Cx') + (C-ly, c-y> 
(u’ = (x’, y’)). Let H, denote the completion of HO. Let H denote the 
unique complex Hilbert space which as a real Hilbert space (with inner 
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product taken as the real part of the complex hermitian inner product) 
is identical with H, , the action J of the complex unit being as follows: 
J : (x9 y) - (--B-lY, 3x1 
(operators being extended from Ho to H, by continuity), and the 
complex hermitian inner product being: 
(u, Id) = S(u, 24’) - iS(Ju, 24’). 
Let U(.) denote the continuous one-parameter unitary group in H 
such that U(t) carries (x, y) into (x’, y’) with 
sin(#) x’ = cos(t3) x + 7y, y’ = -3 sin(B) x + cos(tB)y. 
Let (K, Y, V, r) denote the isonormal process over H, and let I’(t) be 
an abbreviation for I’(U(t)). (Thus Y is a Weyl system over H, with 
representation space K; v is a unit cyclic vector in K for the ring of 
operators generated by the bounded functions of the Y(x); I’ is the 
continuous unitary representation of the full unitary group on H which 
is uniquely determined by the conditions that r(U) Y(X) r(U) = 
Y( Ux) and r( U)v = e, for all U and x; the isonormal system is 
determined uniquely, within unitary equivalence, among all such 
systems, by the property that dF(A) > 0 for all self-adjoint operators 
A in H, where dT(A) denotes the infinitesimal generator of the one- 
parameter group, r(ei f-4), t E I?.) The following property of the normal 
symmetric process is well-known, and easily verified: The operator 
C(X) = closure of 1/1/Z(Y(x) - ;Y(&c)) has the property that if 
11 x jl = 1 and if P, denotes the projection on the l-dimensional 
subspace spanned by X, then 
dr(p,) = C(x) c(x)*; 
and i?%% C(y)*1 C(x, YY (cf. PI). 
Then Sp, =@(x, t) for t E R1 and x E D’, is the function on D’ x R1 
to the self-adjoint operators in K given by the equation: 
@@, t) = y(u(t)(o,~)) 
while K, v, and I’(t) are as indicated. End of definition. 
Notation. It may be verified that the self-adjoint operators ~(zc, t) 
given by the equation 
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have the indicated properties of (i) representing the derivative of 
@(x, t) with respect to t, e.g., the sense that (i?/i?t) < @(x, t)w, w’) = 
(Q@, t)w, w’) for all w, w’ ED,(H), where H = U(A), A being the 
self-adjoint generator of the one-parameter group U(.), (ii) forming 
together with @(JJ, t) a Weyl system, for any fixed t. There are further 
consequences, e.g., the differential equation for the temporal propaga- 
tion indicated earlier, but these will not be used here. 
From the fact that the normal process has the property 
(eiy(%, 21) = exp[- 11 x 112/4], 
it follows on employing the Weyl relations that 
<exp[i(@(x, t) +Qy, t>l hvu, u> = exp[-(II C-‘x P2 + II CY l12e)/417 
where the superscript - following an operator indicates its closure. 
It follows that the process (@(., t), &(., t), K, V) is for any fixed t the 
same within unitary equivalence as the process treated in Theorem 2.1 
of I, with C = B1j2. In most of this paper, the t dependence will not 
be relevant, and @(x, t) will be written simply as Q(X), while &(x) 
denotes &(x, t), where t may be fixed as 0 if desired. 
EXAMPLE. In abstract form, the “scalar wave” or Klein-Gordon” 
equation 04 = m2q5 corresponds to the case G = R” (i.e., the 
additive group of Rn), and B = (m21 - A)li2. H is in canonical corre- 
spondence with the space of all suitably defined solutions of the equa- 
tion which are of finite norm in the unique relativistic norm (cf. [6]). 
The space D,(A) is the subset of solutions whose Cauchy data at time 
0 (and hence at all other times) are infinitely differentiable in the 
indicated spaces with respect to the operator B2 = m2 - A; in 
particular, they are infinitely differentiable in the usual local sense. 
By virtue of the hyperbolicity of the equation, the domain D’ of all 
solutions which at any fixed time, say t = 0, are in C” and have 
compact support, has the invariance properties indicated earlier. The 
injection of D’, with the usual topology of uniform convergence of 
each derivative on each fixed compact set, into D,(A), is continuous, 
and may be shown to have a range dense in D,(A), in its intrinsic 
topology. In this way, the processes in question may be brought into 
relation with Schwartzian distributions, for the particular case 
indicated. 
Exactly the same is true of the equation 04 = m2+ + V(Z)$, 
where V(.) is a given bounded nonnegative infinitely differentiable 
function, except that B = (m21 - A + V)lj2. The space H is corre- 
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spondingly modified, and the norm in it can no longer be given 
explicitly in terms of the Fourier transform of $ (either spatial or 
spatio-temporal), as in the relativistic case. 
The theory given here does not depend at all on the relativistic 
character of an underlying equation, or on the specialization of G as 
R3 or even as a Lie group. 
The foregoing example illustrates the fact that it may be convenient 
to chose various domains in describing the “quantization” of a given 
equation; for example, the full space H, the common part of the 
domains of the A” (n = 1, 2,...), or the solutions whose Cauchy data 
are C,,= on space, at each fixed time, in the foregoing examples. This 
has the effect, on occasion, of complicating the comparison of different 
quantizations of the same equation, especially in the many forms given 
in the literature. The following result, stated for background purposes, 
is a variant of the similar uniqueness result indicated earlier, and may 
be proved by an argument identical to that given in [7]. Roughly 
speaking, it asserts that all domains which are sufficiently temporally 
invariant, and are dense in the underlying Hilbert space H, must lead 
to essentially identical associated normal quantum processes. 
SCHOLIUM 1.1. Let A be a given strictly positive self-adjoint 
operator in a Hijbert space H. Let D denote any linear subset of H which 
is dense in H and invariant under the operators ei lA, t E RI. Assuming (*), 
there then exists a system (Y, K, v, I’), unique within unitary equivalence, 
such that: 
(i) Y is a mapping from D to the self-adjoint operators in the complex 
Hilbert space K satisfying the generalized Weyl relations; 
(ii) v is a unit vector in K, and is cyclic for the eiY(“), x ED; 
(iii) r is a continuous representation of (the additive group of) RI by 
unitary operators on K, having positive self-adjoint generator, and 
satisfying the relations 
T(t) Y(x) T(t)-1 = Y(e%), r(r) v = 0 @ED, TV@); 
(*) D has an intrinsic topology such that its injection into H is 
continuous, (eiy@) v, v) is continuous, and the set of aZZ vectors of the 
f orm eitAx - x(t E R1, x E D) is dense in D. 
The main technical assumption here is the density requirement in 
(*). This is obvious when D q H, and readily verified when A has 
an absolutely continuous spectrum and D = D,(A) in its intrinsic 
topology. 
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2. TENSOR PRODUCTS OF PROCESSES 
In order to provide a convenient basis for computations involving 
multiplications of symmetric processes, certain specializations of weak 
process theory are useful. In its simplest form, the type of question 
which arises may be indicated briefly as follows. Suppose that Oi is 
a given linear mapping from a dense domain Di in L,(ik$ , m,), where 
the (Mi , mi) are given measure spaces (i = l,..., n), to operators in 
a Hilbert space H. Thus, symbolically, Qi(f) - J$i(~)f(~) dm,(x), 
according to a symbolism already indicated. By linear algebra, there 
then exists a unique linear map @,, from the dense domain 
Do = D, xa~g ... xalg D, , the “Kronecker” or “algebraic tensor” 
product of the Di , in L,(M, m), where (M, m) = ni(Mi, m,), such 
that @,,(fi x *se x f,) = @r(fJ *+* Qn(f,). Symbolically, this equality 
takes the form: 
f being any element of D, . In applications there arise expressions 
which are formally similar to aO( f ), but in which f is not necessarily 
in the Kronecker product. The question then arises of the mathemat- 
ical meaning of the expression; this is essentially a matter of the 
extension of the definition of QO to a larger domain. Having made an 
appropriate extension, further questions arise as to the extent to 
which the formally indicated calculus of these extensions is valid 
(i.e., primarily Fubini-type questions). 
It will not be necessary to give a general theory of such matters here, 
but an attempt will be made to orient the present requirements relative 
to general mathematical considerations and to serve anticipated future 
needs relevant to quantum dynamics. The simplest, and initially most 
essential case, is that in which the Qi( f ) are mutually commuting 
self-adjoint operators, and in which a distinguished gage (or “weight 
function”) is given on the associated ring of operators. In this case 
the problem is equivalent to the development of a suitable abstract 
stochastic integral. In intuitive terms, the present work serves to give 
precise meaning to such symbolic expressions as 
where f is a relatively general measurable function. In later work 
similar expressions arise involving noncommuting processes, such as 
the 1+5(x) and $( x earlier indicated. These expressions are in general ) 
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not formally hermitian and do not correspond naturally to self-adjoint 
operators, but to continuous operators on [D,(H)], for a somewhat 
more restricted class of “averaging functions” f. The restriction 
consists essentially in the use of the trace-class norm associated with 
operators in Hilbert space rather than an L, norm for functions on a 
measure space. 
DEFINITION. An abstract stochastic process on a (real or complex) 
Hilbert space H is a linear mapping F (more exactly, equivalence class 
of such, relative to the equivalence relation earlier indicated) from a 
dense domain D in H, to random variables on a given probability 
space. The process is bounded if jl F(~)11~ < const. I/ x 11, z ED; and 
centered if E(F(z)) = 0, z ED, where E denotes “expectation.” 
The covariance operator of a bounded centered process is the unique 
bounded self-adjoint operator B such that E(F(z) F(z’)) = (Bx, x’) 
(x, x’ ED). 
A normal process is, in the real case, a process F such that the joint 
probability distribution of F(z,),..., F(z,), is normal in the usual sense 
for every finite set of vectors x1 ,..., x, in H. A complex normal process 
will be a pair (F, J) consisting of a complex process in the sense just 
defined, together with a conjugation J on the complex Hilbert space, 
having the property that F(Jz) = F(x) for all z E H; and such that 
if H’ = [z E H: Jz = z], then F 1 H’ is real-normal. The indicated 
process is called “complex isonormal” if F 1 H’ is real-isonormal. 
Note that if (F, J) is complex isonormal, so also is (F, J’) for any other 
conjugation J’ on H. Thus the complex isonormal process is invariant 
under the full unitary group on H, and not merely those unitary 
operators commuting with the given J. 
If Fi is an abstract stochastic process with domain Di in the Hilbert 
space Hi having values which are random variables on the probability 
space P (the same for all i; i = l,..., n), the “Kronecker” or “algebraic” 
product is the process o0 on the Kronecker product of the Di earlier 
indicated. The “renormalized” Kronecker product is the process 
f --+ :GO( f ):, when the image is defined. 
SCHOLIUhl 2.1. The yenormalized Kronecker power of a bounded 
centered normal abstract stochastic process is itself bounded. 
Proof. Observe first that it suffices to treat the case of a real process. 
For if (F, J) is a complex normal process on H, and if H’ = [a: Jz = a], 
thenF’ = F(H’) is a real normal process, and 
F(x + iy) = F’(x) + N(y) (x, Y E H’). 
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The Kronecker power H ‘nppls has as its canonical complex extension 
the Kronecker power H n,alg; and the n-th Kronecker power of F’ 
extends correspondingly from H’12**1a to Hnlals. Thus F(n),alg is 
bounded if (and only if) F ‘(n)pals i bounded, where the n-th Kronecker 
power of a process is denoted by the superscript “(n), alg.” :4,,(f): 
is a well-defined random variable, for all f in the Kronecker power 
D, of D, . Since D, is dense in the Hilbert space tensor power H” of 
the Hilbert space H, what is in question is the existence of a constant 
c such that /I:$O(w):l\z < c /I w 11, w ED, . Consider first the case of an 
isonormal process, i.e., one which is centered and has covariance 
operator B = I. Writing w in the form of a finite sum 
w = C a,l...i,eil X ..- X ein , 
where the ei are orthonormal and span a finite-dimensional sub- 
manifold, say F of H, 
C?&(w) = C ail...in@(ei,) .a* @(ei,) (dr = Q; 
and II w II2 = C I q..,i, 12. Now 
:@o(w): = C ail..+, :@(eil) ... @(ei,):, 
(:@,(w):)2 = C ail...i,iijijl...j, :@(e,,) ..f @(eJ: :@(ejl) ... Qi(eJ:, 
E(:@,(w):~) = C a,l...i,~jil...i,E(:~(eil) ... @(et,): :@(ej,) .*a @(ejn):). 
Now by Theorem 1.3 of [I], 
E(:@(ei,) -.. @(ei,): @(ejl) *.. @(ejn):) 
= C V(ei,) @h,,J) ... W%J @Yei,,,,)), 
P 
the sum being taken over all permutations p of I, 2,..., n. Since 
E(@(eJ @(eJ) = Sii , it results that 
summed over all i and j andp. The sum for each tixedp is, by Schwarz’ 
inequality, bounded by xi 1 ail...d, 12; thus, ~]:G(w):~]/: ,<n! 11 w 11”. 
Thus the conclusion is valid in the case of the isonormal process. 
Now consider the case of an arbitrary process satisfying the indicated 
hypothesis. It is no essential loss of generality to assume that the 
covariance operator B is nonsingular, i.e., Bx = 0 implies x = 0, as 
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otherwise the problem splits into two problems, one involving the 
subspace on which B vanishes, which is trivial, and one for which B 
is nonsingular; having established the result in the latter case, it then 
follows for the direct sum with the trivial process having B = 0. 
Now let H’ denote the Hilbert space completion of the domain D, , 
where C = B1/2. Evidently, H C H’, and the injection of H into H’ is 
continuous. Furthermore, H is dense in H’. Finally, the given process 
F on H is isometric relative to the H’ norm. It therefore extends 
uniquely to an isometric process F’ on all of H’, which is simply the 
isonormal process on H’. By what has already been shown for this 
case, :@,: is bounded relative to the norm in H’“, i.e., 
for any f in the Kronecker power. To conclude the proof it therefore 
suffices to show that 
llf II Hrn < const. IIf& , 
i.e., that the injection of the Kronecker product H x aIs *** x alg H, 
with the norm induced from that in H’, is continuous. 
To this end, note that since C is unitarily equivalent to the operation 
of multiplication by a bounded measurable function c acting on L,(M) 
for some measure space M, it is no essential loss of generality to 
assume that H and C have this concrete form. Tensor multiplication 
of Hilbert spaces corresponds precisely in the case of L, spaces to 
the formation of the direct product of the underlying measure spaces. 
Applying these observations, the inequality in question is equivalent 
to the following inequality. 
Let f(x, ,..., x%) be a measurable function on the n-fold direct 
product Mn of the measure space M with itself. Then 
s 1 c(xl) .*. c(xn)f(xl ,..., x,)12 jJ dx, < const. J . \f(~i ,..., x,)i2 fl dxi 2 2 
for all functions f(~r ,..., xn) which are linear combinations of func- 
tions of the form fi(xr) ***fn(xn), with the fi in H. It is evident that 
this inequality is valid, indeed for an arbitrary measurable function f. 
Notation. If di is given process of the type to which Scholium 2.1 
applies, written symbolically as Q(f) - J$(~)f(x) dx, then the 
symbolic kernel of the n-fold renormalized tensor power of @ is 
indicated as follows: 
:ch(yf): = j +(x1) --. &q~:f(x1,..., 2,) vdxi> 
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in the case when H is an &-space. This notation, like the conventional 
notation Jlf( x ) d x in elementary integration theory, is necessarily 
meaningful only when used as a totality; no meaning is presently 
ascribed to the independent expression :$(x1) *a* +(x,):. In principle 
the notation is entirely expendible; it is useful on occasion for clarifying 
computations and avoiding circumlocution. 
A case of particular utility is that of a Hilbert space H of the form 
L,(M), where M is a given measure space, on which there is given an 
involution j, i.e., a measure-preserving transformation of period 2. 
Let (K, Y, V, r) d enote the associated normal symmetric field over H, 
let H’ be the real subspace of H consisting of the functionsf(x) such 
that f(x) = f ($4, and let @ denote Y 1 H’. Then !PO is an abstract 
stochastic process over H’, and is indeed real-isonormal. Let the 
eigenmanifold of dT(I) of eigenvalue n be denoted as K, , and called 
the “n-particle subspace” of K (a colloquialism justified by its relative 
specificity and brevity). Let C(.) b e a g iven essentially strictly positive 
j-invariant measurable function on M, and set CD for the process: 
Q(f) = WC-lf), h w ere C denotes the operation of multiplication 
by C(.) and f varies over the domain of C-l. Note that if M = G*, 
where G is a given locally compact Abelian group, j(u) = a-l, and 
C(x”) = B(X*)ly where B(.) is the basic spectral function for the 
processes earlier considered, then the present @ agrees with the @ 
earlier considered, i.e., is the basic process of the normal symmetric 
field built on (G, B). 
Tensor powers of renormalized tensor powers could now be treated; 
it will suffice here to treat the special case of the reduction of products 
of the form :Wm)( f ): :W)(g):, where f and g are given function in 
L2(Mm) and L2(Mn). To this end, let ir ,..., $ denote any indexed 
subset of the integers {I,2 ,..., m}, and j, ,..., j denote any indexed 
subset of the integers {1,2,..., n>, the two subsets having the same 
number of elements; and let PiI, ..,i,.jl,..,,i, denote the operation 
The notation qk -+p, denotes the operation of replacing the variable 
qk by the variable p, ; thus in the function g in the foregoing integrand, 
each qji. has been replaced by pin . 
COROLLARY 2.1. For arbitrary f and g in L,(Mm) and L,(lW), 
pi, ,..., i,:j, ,..., j,(f x g) exists almost everywhere, as a function of the 
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variables other than the pia and qi, , and is in L2(Mm+n-2r), as a function 
of these variables; and 
Q’“‘(f): :@(Q): = :@(nt+n)(f x g): + c: @(m+n--2yPijf x g): 
i.i: 
+ c: @ (m++4yPi*i’;j,j’f x g): + ... 
i,z;j.j: 
where @“(a) = f a or a E C’ and only terms involving @tmt-n--$r) with 
Y 2 0 are admitted. 
Proof. The almost everywhere existence of Pil...i,.jl,...,j, (f x g) 
follows directly from the Fubini theorem. Note also that by Schwarz’ 
inequality 
it follows that 
IIF. *,...a,,3,.....f,(f x L?>ll2 d llfll2 Ilg II2 * 
In particular, if f, -+ f and g, --+ g in L, , then 
pi, I..., i,& ,..., Jfn x id - pil...i,:j, ,..., &(f x d, 
for, writing P = Pi,.. .i,.jl. .. i, , 
P(fn x &J - P(f x ‘d = P((fn - f) x &J + P(f x (&I - a, 
so that 
II P(fn x gn) - P(f x dlz < llfn -fll, II& II2 + llfllz II g, -g II2 - 0. 
Now to establish the indicated formula for :0(“‘(f): G”)(g):, note 
thatincasef=f,x*.-xf,andg=g,x*.-xg,,withthefi 
and gi in L, , the formula follows from Theorem 1.3 of I. By virtue of 
the linearity of both sides in f and g, it then follows that it is valid more 
generally if f E L2(M)mla1g and g E L,(M)“valg. For arbitrary f E L,(M”) 
a.nd g E L,(Mm), let {fk> and {gk) be sequences in L2(M)m*&1g and 
LZ(M)m+lg which converge in L, to f and g. By choosing appropriate 
subsequences, if necessary, it may be assumed that: @cm)( f&-f :cP)( f ): 
in the sense of almost everywhere convergence, as well as in L, , 
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and that: P)(g,): -P : @“j(g): similarly (cf. [lo]). Now passing to the 
limit,,, in the reduction formula for :Wm)(fk): :@“)(g,):, it follows 
that the two sides of the equation given in the Corollary are indeed 
equal a.e. 
Also used in later computations is the 
COROLLARY 2.2. Let SL,(Mn) denote the subspace of all symmetric 
functions in Lz(Mn). The mapping f -+ I/&! :P)( f ): is isometric 
from SL,(M) into L,(A, E), where A is the ring of operators generated by 
the bounded functions of the @(f ), and E is the expectation functional 
on A; the mapping T -+ TV carries the image unitarily onto the n-particle 
subspace of K. 
The only nontrivial point is then the density of the :W)( f ): v in 
the n-particle subspace. This is easily read off from the duality 
transform given in [l 11. It is also directly demonstrable here by 
computation of 
:@(n)(f1 x ... x fn): v = :@(,(f,) *.* @(fJ: v 
as the fi range over a maximal orthonormal set. Employing the separa- 
tion of @ into “creation” and “annihilation” constituents indicated 
in [I] this vector has the form w = C(Z,) 1.. C(Z&, where C(Z) 
denotes the creation constituent of Y(Z), and x is the representative in 
the complex Hilbert space H of the element f of H’, where 
H = H’ + iH’. Now C(.) is complex linear; thus 
it follows that w is in the n-particle subspace. Its transform under 
r(U) for an arbitrary unitary operator U has the form 
q qw = q U) C(x,) . . . C(x,) q U)-1 v = C( Uz,) * ** C( Uz,)v 
= :@(f,) .*’ @(f&i 
for certain fi . Thus the closed linear space of the :W)( f ): v is 
invariant under the r(U) f or arbitrary unitary U, and is contained in 
the n-particle subspace. Now the only invariant subspaces under 
all the r(U) are the n-particle subspaces and their direct sums 
(cf. [l 1)); hence the indicated span is all of the n-particle subspace. 
Remark. It is only with the use of the renormalized Kronecker 
product that boundedness is attained. To see that the unrenormalized 
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product of bounded processes is in general unbounded, consider the 
square of the isonormal process, say F. Then 
W) F(y) = :F(r)F(y): + qq4qY))t ww~(Y)) = (x9 Y>- 
Now if the unrenormalized product were bounded, then since the 
renormalized product is bounded, their difference would be a bounded 
process. But this difference is the mapping 
C aijei X ej --f C aij(ei , ej> 
on the Kronecker square. This is not a bounded mapping, for there 
exists no constant c such that 
11 aij(ei ,ej> 1 G c (2 I aij lzjl’z. 
On the other hand, a unitarily invariant completion of the Kronecker 
product, on which the product of the processes is bounded, may be 
obtained through the use of the trace norm, which is closely related 
tothesumC[aijI. 
Digression on the trace norm. 
It will be convenient to collect here some well-known facts 
concerning the trace norm, as it is applicable to tensor products of 
Hilbert spaces. Through well-known canonical isomorphisms, the 
trace norm in such a tensor product may be identified with the trace 
norm for operators from one Hilbert space L to another, L’, defined 
by the equation 
I( T l/r = sup 1 trace( 
as X ranges over the operators from L’ to L of bound 1. For present 
purposes, it is more convenient to characterize the trace norm in a 
different way. 
DEFINITION. If Hi is a Hilbert space, where i ranges over the finite 
set 1, 2,..., rt, then their Hilbert space tensor product is denoted 
H1 x -.- x H, ; and if all Hi = H, by Hn. An element u in the tensor 
product is said to be of trace class, if 
u = C ai, ,.... i,eil X *.. 4,) 
where the ei are unit vectors and C ( a,l..,i, 1 < co; the infimum of 
this sum for all such representations of u is the trace norm (1 u \)r . 
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The set of all trace class vectors is a Banach space relative to the 
indicated norm, according to a well-known result. This space, as a 
subspace of H, x *a* x H, will be denoted as H, x1 0.. x1 H, , 
and on occasion H, x +‘a x H,maybedenotedasH, x2-+* x2H,; 
correspondingly, if Hi = H for all i, the space of finite trace class 
vectors in H”, which may also be denoted as Hns2, will be denoted 
as HnJ. 
Now if A is a self-adjoint operator in H such that A > ~1, where 
E > 0, [D(A)] is a Hilbert space which is injected continuously into 
H by the identity map. It is easily seen that [D(A)]Q is correspondingly 
injected continuously into HnJ, and as a set will be identified with 
its image in H Q. The common part of the sets of the [D(A’)pJ, for 
r = 1, 2,..., will be denoted as D,(A)nJ; when topologized so that 
convergence means convergence in each [D(Ar)]“J, it will be denoted 
as [Dm(A)lnJ. 
SCHOLIUM 2.2. Let H be a complex Hilbert space, A a given serf- 
adjoint operator in H such that A >, &for some E > 0, and (Y, K, v, lJ 
the normal symmetric process over H; let H denote dF(A). Then there 
exist unique continuous linear mappings !W) and :Wn): from [Dm(A)lnJ 
to the continuous linear operators on [D,(H)], such that: 
(i) for arbitrary x1 ,..., x, in D,(A) and u E D,(H), 
wyx, x -‘* x Xn) u = Y(xJ .** Y(x,)u, 
:Y(yxl x *** x xn): u = :Y(xl) -a* Y(xJ: u; 
(ii) the maps (x, u) -+ ??‘c%)( z u an ) d --f :V”)(z): u, are continuous from 
IDm(A)]n,l x [IL(H)] into [Q#J)]. 
Proof. For x E D,(A), let Y(x) denote the restriction of Y(x) to 
D,(H); let ?P’tn) denote the n-th Kronecker power of Y’, i.e., if x 
denotes a finite sum of the form z = 2 ail, .., i xi, x **. x xi, , 
where the xi are inD,(A), then !P’(n)(.z) = C ai,,...,,.!?‘(x,l) *** ?P’(xi,). 
For any vector z E [D,(A)]“J, let I( z jhr denote the norm of x in 
[D(A’)J”J; this means that any such z has the form just indicated, 
except that the sum is infinite, and where 11 Arxi /I = 1 for all j and 
1 / a,I,..,,i, j may be made arbitrarily close to I( z Jll,r . According to 
Lemma 3.2, 
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for suitable positive constants a and r, provided r > n/2. For z of the 
given form in the Kronecker product, and such r, 
,I ~Y4u II G C I ai1 ,..., i,, i c W + fJ)au II, 
from which it follows that 
Ii yfn)(Z)u II f c IIV + fVu II II x 111.~. 
It follows that !P’tn)(.) u may be uniquely extended to a continuous 
linear mapping from [D(Ar)]“J into K, satisfying for arbitrary x in 
r lP(A )I a~1 the same inequality as that just derived for z in the 
Kronecker product. This extended. function defines a corresponding 
unique extension of Y/t%)(.) from the Kronecker product of the 
D,(A) to all of [D(A’)]“J, say !Pr’“)(.), and 
The restriction of u/:“’ to [D,(A)JnJ will be denoted Y(%). 
To show that ?P)(z)u has its values in D,(N), consider H8Y(n)(z)u 
in the case in which 2: is in Doo(A)lE,ars, i.e., the n-th Kronecker power 
of D,(A). Applying Lemma 3.2 once again, 
II =%%J -.. Wi,b II f c ll(I + H)“u II II @xi1 II ... II A%, II 
for suitable constants c, a, and b, depending on s. The same argument 
as earlier shows that 
An elementary approximation argument employing the fact that H” 
is a closed operator shows that if x is not necessarily in Da(A)n,alg, 
but only in [D(A * )] nJ, then Y(n)(z)u is in the domain of H8, and the 
foregoing inequality remains valid. For z in [D,(A)]“J, these inequal- 
ities apply to all values of s (for appropriate values of c, a, and b) 
and show that Y(“)(z)u is jointly continuous in x and u E [Dm(H)]. 
That y/(n) is the unique mapping having the indicated properties 
follows from its construction, based as it is on the density of Dm(A)12+1s 
r in [WA )I AJ, for every positive integer r, and corollary density in 
PU41 nJ. To treat now the renormalized tensor product, consider 
as a preliminary the case n = 2. Since 
:!Pyx, x x2): = Y“yxl x x2) - E(Y’2’(x, x x2) 
= Y’yxl x x2) - (1/2)(X,, XZ) 
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and since, for the reason indicated earlier, (xi , xa) extends uniquely 
to a continuous form on H2J, so also does :!J’t2)(.): extend, from the 
Kronecker product to all of [Dm(A)12J. It follows that the conclusion 
of the scholium is valid in the case n = 2. For n > 2, 
?Pyxl x ** - x x,): may again, by [I], be expressed as a linear combi- 
nation of products of the unrenormalized Ycr)(x,, ,..., x,,) for r < n 
with inner products (xi1 , xjz)...; a typical term is 
vyx, ,..., 4<%+1 9 %-+z> ..’ <%-I > %z>- 
The same argument as given earlier shows that the extension of this 
multilinear mapping to the Kronecker product is continuous (in the 
strong operator topology on the image, consisting of operators on 
pm(H)] relative to the [D,(A)]“J topology on the Kronecker product; 
and therefore extends uniquely by continuity to a mapping from all 
of [Dm(A)]fiJ, having the stated continuity properties. The unicity 
follows as earlier from the construction. End of Proof. 
Remark. The application of Scholium 2.2 depends naturally on 
showing that trace-norms of the vectors involved are finite; this is in 
general considerably more difficult than establishing the finiteness of 
the Hilbert space norm. However, in particular cases, such as when M 
is a manifold, finiteness of the trace norm can be inferred from criteria 
due to W. F. Stinespring and improved by R. Lavine [Ph. D. Thesis, 
M.I.T., 19651. In particular, on any manifold, with an absolutely 
continuous C” measure, any C” function on the product space having 
compact support is of finite trace norm. Their methods could be used 
to give related criteria for functions on G*%, for an arbitrary locally 
compact Abelian group, but this extension will not be needed here. 
As a corollary, symbolic expressions of the form 
s +(k,) ..* WA&$) --&,)f(& ,..., k. , &‘,..., k,‘) n dki &’ 
correspond naturally to well-defined continuous operatdrs on [Dm(H)] 
provided f is a trace class function on the appropriate product of 
measure spaces. This is the case in particular for the spaces Rn and 
T” (T = circle group, Rl/Z) provided f is infinitely differentiable and 
of compact support on the corresponding product space, provided 
B(.) is bounded away from 0. In addition, the operator in question is 
continuous as a function off, in the strong operator topology, and with 
the topology of uniform convergence of all derivatives and fixed com- 
pact support of the approximating functions. Indeed, this corollary 
is not at all best possible, but merely useful and illustrative. 
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3. ABSTRACT c” THEORY OF THE SYMMETRIC QUANTUM PROCESS 
An effective means of refining operator theory so as to deal with the 
singular operators involved in quantum dynamics, is to adapt C” 
theory to Hilbert space, utilizing the energy operator H as a central 
guage relative to which all other operators of the theory are measured 
and dominated. For example, in the characterization of the Wick 
powers in I, the irreducibility of the quantum process operators 
played an essential role. In order to extend this characterization to 
the case in which the Wick powers are generalized operators, the 
irreducibility of the operators in an appropriately generalized sense 
associated with the energy operator is required. The present section 
develops the basic estimates for this C” theory, and shows that the 
process operators form a correspondingly irreducible set, relative to 
this theory. The latter result means, more specifically, that the only 
invariant continuous sesquilinear forms on [D,(H)], under the com- 
plex exponentials of the process operators, are scalar multiples of the 
Hilbert space inner product. Since the topology in [D,(H)] is much 
stronger than that induced from H, the continuity requirement is a 
very mild one. 
Throughout this section, H denotes an abstract comilex Hilbert 
space, A a given self-adjoint operator in H such that A 3 ~1, E > 0. 
The abstract symmetric process over H will be denoted as (Y, K, U, r), 
Y being the (strongly, real-) linear mapping from H into the self- 
adjoint operators in the complex Hilbert space K, and the notation 
otherwise being as earlier. The operator G’(A) will be denoted as H, 
and U(l) as N. The restriction that A 3 ~1 (rather than merely 
that A 3 0) is not essential, but avoids technicalities likely to be 
peripheral, and suffices for present applications. 
I recall here some familiar facts about the symmetric process 
which may be useful later. The operator C(X) = closure of 
2-112(Y(x) - iY’( ix )) d is ensely defined. If // x 11 = 1, then C(X) C(X)* = 
dr(P,), where P, denotes the projection of H onto the one- 
dimensional subspace spanned by X, and C(X)* C(X) = I + dT(P,). 
(The operator C(X), is known in various concrete and/or intuitive 
realizations colloquially as the “creation operator for the particle 
with wave function x”.) Conversely, Y(X) may be expressed in terms 
of C(X): Y(X) = closure of l,‘z/Z(C(x) + C(x)*). 
I shall use the notion of Cn function from one linear topological 
vector space to another in the sense of [8]. This notion is to be distin- 
guished from the notion sometimes used in the cases in which Banach 
spaces are involved, based on the uniform topology. Here the strong 
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operator topology is employed, and all convergence is ultimately 
referred back to convergence in the underlying linear spaces. Thus a 
function F from V to W is Cl in case there exists a bounded linear 
operator F, from V to W such that E-l[F(x + my) - F(x)] -+ F,y, and 
such that the map x -+ F, is continuous from V to operators in their 
strong topology, i.e., F,y is a continuous function of x with values in 
W for each fixed y. In general, proceeding inductively, the n-th 
derivative SF is a map x --t (PF), from V into continuous multilinear 
forms on V having values in W; ifFis of class C”, then (anF)Jyl ,..., y,) 
is a continuous function of X, yi ,..., yn ; and F is of class Cn+r in case 
for each fixed n-tuple yi ,. .., yn , (PF), ( yi ,. . ., ym) is a C1 function of x. 
I now proceed to the derivation of a series of estimates serving to 
establish the 
THEOREM 3.1. The map (x, u) + eiy(x)u is C”from 
PmWI x PdWI 
into [D,(H)]. 
LEMMA 3.1. If u E D(Hn+ij2) and X’E D(P), where n is a non- 
negative half integer, then 
and 
II H”Y(+ II < c,, ll(l + W+1’2u II II A”x II, 
where c, is a constant (independent of x and u, although dependent on 6). 
Proof. Consider first the case n = 0. The assertion is then that 
if u E DHl12 , and if x E H, then u is in the. domain of Y(X), and 
II W4u II < c W + W”u II II x II. 
To show this, write Y(x), in the form 2-‘/“(C(x) + C(x)*)u, applic- 
able to u in the common domain D of C(x) and C(x)*. Then 
<w+4 w>u> = (uN(C(4% C(x)u> + (C(X)“% c(x)*+ 
+ (c(x)*% cc+> + (C(X)% c(x)*>. 
Applying Schwarz’ inequality, 
II 1u(4u II2 < II cc+ II2 + I/ w*u 112* 
Now if ZJ E D(N), then a fortiori u E D(dr(P,)), where it is assumed 
now, as is evidently no essential loss of generality, that I( x /) = 1; 
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for since P, < I, dT(P,) < N. Recalling the expression for dI’(P,) 
in terms of C(x), it follows that // C(x)u /I2 < ((I + N)u, u), 
/I C(x)*u 112 < (Nu, u}, so that 
// Y(x)u 112 < ((I + 2N)u, u) = \I(1 t 2N)l44 112. 
A simple argument by approximation shows that the inequality 
II W)u II2 < ll(I + 2w2u II2 
is valid whenever u E D(W/“). On the other hand, since A > ~1, 
dr(cI) = E U(l) < U(A) = H. Thus I + 2N < ~(1 + H), and it 
follows that 
II ?+)u /I2 < c IIV + fw2u II2 
when (1 x Ij = 1, which is equivalent to the inequality in question. 
Now assume as an induction hypothesis that the conclusion has 
been established when n is replaced by all nonnegative half integers less 
than n. To show that Y(x)u is in the domain of Hn [which is equivalent 
to showing it is in D(I + H)n)] is the same as showing that H+l!P(x)u 
is in the domain of H, note that by the induction hypothesis, H+lY(x)u 
exists. This problem is in turn equivalent to that of showing that 
y(t) = r t- (e ifH - I) H”-lY(x)u remains bounded as t + 0; in this 
event the limit exists as t -+ 0 and is iH”Y(x)u. Now 
y(t) = t-l(eitHHn-?P(x)u - H+?P(x)u); 
eitHHn-V(x)u = H n 1 itH'Y(X)U = Hn-leitHY/(x) e-itH(eitHu) - e 
= H+lY(x,) et%, with xt = eitAx. 
Thus 
y(t) = Hn-l[tdl(Y(xt) - Y(x)) ei%] + H+lY(x) t-l(eZtH - 1)~. 
Now apply the induction hypothesis to each of the two addends in the 
last expression for y(t), with x replaced by t-l(xt - X) in the first 
summand and u replaced by l t- (e ilH - 1)~ in the second. It results 
that 
II YMI % cn, IV + Wn-1’2u IIII A--Yxt - 411 
+ cnel 1) Hn-l12t-l(eitx - I)u 1) jj An-lx 11. 
As t-+0, t-l(x,-xx) -+ iAx, and more generally Amt-l(xt - x) --+ 
iAm+lX , provided x E D(Am+l); in particular, in the present case, 
&-9-1(x1 - x) has a limit as t --+ 0, and so remains bounded in 
norm. Similarly, Hn-1/2t-1(ei1H - 1)~ remains bounded in norm. 
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Thus r(t) is bounded in norm, as t + 0, showing that H?P(x)u exists; 
and since r(t) -+ IPY(x)u, it follows also on passing to the limit in 
the last inequality that 
11 H’T(x)u I/ < c~-.~ ll(f + H)n-1’2u /I /I A”x /I + c,-, ]I(1 + H)n+1’2u II II An-lx;/ 
using the boundedness away from 0 of the spectrum of I + H and 
A, it follows that 
II fJV’(x)u II < c, ll(l + H)n+l’zu IIII A”x II 
for a suitable constant c, . End of proof. 
LEMMA 3.2. If u E D(Hn+m/2+1) and x, ED(A”+~I~) for i = 
1, 2,..., m, then H%Y(x,) + *- Y(x& exists and 
< c ll(f + H)n+mi2+1/2~ (/ jJ A”+m/2x, // ..a 1) An+W2xm /I. 
Proof. The case m = 1 is precisely Lemma 3.1. Now suppose as 
the basis for an induction argument that the conclusion has been 
established when m is replaced by all lesser positive integers. Let 
w = Y(x,,)u; then by Lemma 2.1, w is in the domain of Hn+m12, and 
/I H”+“i2w jl ,< c ll(I + H)n+m’2+1h )I (1 An+m/2~m 11. 
Applying the induction hypothesis, H”Y(x,) a** Y(x,-,)w exists and 
< c ll(I + H)n+(m-1)/2+1/2~ 11 /IAni-(‘=Wx, 11 a.. 11 A~+(‘7+-1)12xm-l 11, 
< c’ Il(f + H)ll+nzj2+1/2u )/ Ij An+m--1/2x1 /j *a. 11 An+Wx,,, [I, 
on using the inequality just preceding and employing higher powers 
of the operators involved. End of proof. 
LEMMA 3.3a. If x E D(A), then 
e-(!+‘(a)Heiy(z) = H + Y(iAx) + Q(Ax, x)f. 
Proof. The case n = 0 of Lemma 2.1 implies that for any fixed 
YEW 
II W)u II d a II u II + b II Hu II, 
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where 6 can be chosen arbitrarily small. A well-known result in 
perturbation theory implies that H + Y-‘(y) is self-adjoint (cf. [9]). 
Now D,(H) is evidently invariant under the eitH; hence the restriction 
of H to this domain is essentially self-adjoint; hence so also (lot. cit.) 
is H + Y(iAx) + *(Ax, x). N ow in order to show that two self- 
adjoint operators are identical, it suffices that they agree on a domain 
on which one of them is essentially self-adjoint. In order to complete 
the proof of the lemma it therefore suffices to show that for all 
~4 E D,(H), 
e-iycziHeiy(zh = (H + !P(iAx) + 4 (Ax, x))u. 
To this end, note that u is in the domain of the self-adjoint operator 
e-iy’z)Heiy(z) provided t-1(e-iY(“)eitHei~(5) - 1)~ remains bounded as 
t -+ 0. Now eitHei’f’(z) = eiY(xtJeitH, where x1 = eil+, so this is a 
question of the boundedness as t -+ 0 of t-l(e-i~(z)eiY(zt)eilH - 1)~ 
as t --+ 0. Noting that by the Weyl relations 
e-iY(z)eiY(zt) = eiY(z,-z)e-(i/2)Im(z,zt) 
7 
the last expression may be written as 
t-l[eiYu(~,-z)e-(i/z)Im(~,~~) _ 11 eitHu + t-l[eitH _ quo 
Evidently the second summand in this expression is convergent as 
t + 0, to iHu. The first summand may be written in turn as 
t-l(eiYkct-d _ 1) e-(i/2)Im<e,zt)eifHu + t-l(e-(i/2)Im<z.zt) _ 1) eitHu. 
The second summand in the last expression converges as t --+ 0 to 
(-i,/2)(a/at),=, Im(x, e i%c)~ = (i/2)(x, Ax)u, on noting that 
(a/at) Im(x, eitA x) = - (x, A cos(tA)x). 
On the other hand, the first summand in the cited expression, i.e., 
t-l(eiy(xt-z) - 1) e-(i/2)lm(z,“t)eilwu, may be treated as follows. 
Evidently there exists a constant c such that 1 eiS - 1 - is 1 < cs2 
for all s E Al. Employing the corresponding inequality for the self- 
adjoint operator 2, it follows that the term in question has the form 
lj(eiz - I - iZ)w /I ,< c Jj Z2w j/ 
provided w is in D(Z). Taking 2 = Y(x, - x), it results that the 
term now in question has the form 
t-W(q - x) e -(i/2)Im<z,rt)eitHu + t-lqt) e-(i/z)Im(z,~t)eitHU, 
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where R(t) satisfies the inequality 
The first term in the last expression evidently converges to i!P(iAx) 
as t --t 0. To estimate the second term, note that by Lemma 3.2, 
applied to the case 71 = 0 and m = 2, and with A taken as I, 
Employing this inequality in conjunction with the preceding one, it 
follows that the term in question is bounded in norm by 
I t 1-l cc’ IIU + N)u II II % - x II2 
which is convergent to zero since t-‘(x, - X) -+ iAx. 
On adding up the three nonvanishing terms obtained, the required 
expression is obtained. End of proof. 
LEMMA 3.3b. If x ED,(A), then Y(x) leaves D,(H) invariant, 
and its restriction to this domain is continuous on [Da(H)]. 
This is an immediate deduction from Lemma 3.1. 
LEMMA 3.4. If x E D,(A), and u E D,(H), then eiy@)u E D,(H) and 
/I Hneiy% II < c ll(I + H)“u II (1 + II A”x II)” (1 + II x IIF. 
Proof. Since eilp(I) transforms H into 
H’ = H + !P(iAx) + (1/2)(Ax, x), 
it carries the domain of H into the domain of H’, which is identical 
with the domain of H. Similarly, eiytZ) maps D,(H) onto D,(H). 
By Lemma 3.1, if UED,(H) and y E D,(A), then Y(y)z1 E D,(H). 
It follows that H’ leaves D,(H) invariant. This means that 
D,(H) C D,(H’). Thus, D,(H) C eiFcZ)Da(H) for all X, i.e., 
e-iy(“)D,(H) CD,(H). 
It remains to establish the estimate on 11 Hneiy% /I. This is obvious 
if n = 0. As the basis of an induction argument, assume it has been 
shown for the integer n, and consider I/ H~+leiy(z)u I/. Now 
Hn+leN‘(x)u = HnHeiY'kz)u = Hn[ff, eiY(r)]U + HneiY(",Hu, 
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By Lemma 3.a, 
[H, eiW~) ]u = eiyc”)(Y(iAx) + $(Ax, x)1)24. 
Thus, 
II H ?2+leiYY(E)~ jl 
< ii Hneiy(W(iA(iAx)u 11 + g /I H”(Ax, X) eiy(% I/ + 11 Hneiy@)Hu I/. 
Applying the induction hypothesis, 
11 HneiYY’SY(L4x)u j/ < c il(I + H)” ~(L~x)u j] (1 -t II A”x II>” (1 -I I/ iii>“. 
Applying Lemma 3.1 to bound the left factor on the right side of this 
inequality in turn by c(lJ(I + H)n++lki IIA”+l~ I/ + \I(1 + H)lj2u 11 (IAx 11) 
it follows that the bound given in Lemma 3.4 majorizes the present 
term. Similarly, the next term 11 Hffleiy(r)u I/ I(&, x)1 is bounded by 
/I Ax II jl x /I times the bound applicable by virtue of the induction 
hypothesis; this term is again majorized by that given in Lemma 3.1. 
Finally, the remaining term I/ N e n iy(Z)H~ // is similarly and more 
simply shown to be appropriately majorized. End of proof. 
Proof of Theorem. It follows from Lemma 3.4 that the map 
(x, u) - e iy(s)~ is of class Co as a mapping from [Dm(A)] x [D,(H)] 
into [D,(H)]. B ecause of the linearity of eiy(% as a function of u 
when x is fixed, it suffices, in order to show that the indicated mapping 
is Cm, to show the C” character of the mapping x --f eip(G for each 
fixed vector u ED,(H). As the basis of an induction argument, 
assume that it has been shown that this mapping, say F, from [D,(A)] 
into [Dm(H)] is of class Cn, and that (anF)(x;yl ,..., y,) has the form 
T(y, >..., yn , x)F(x), where T(y, ,...,yn , X) is a polynomial in the 
Y(yJ whose coefficients are polynomials in the Im(x, yi) and otherwise 
do not depend on x. Then 
Evidently, for any 
w E Wff), E-WYI ,...s yn , x + a,+~) - T(Y, ,..-s ~,a 3 4)~ 
has a limit in [D&H)], obtained by derivation of the coefficients of the 
polynomial in the ul(yJ constituting T(y, ,..., yn , x), in accordance 
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with the usual rules; since the derivative of Im(x, yi) with respect to X, 
;i;y 
lim,,, ,-ljIrn(, + •y~+~, yi) - Im(x, yt)], has the form 
n+l , yJ, the limit will again have the form U(y, ,..., yn+J F(x)u, 
where U(y, ,..., yn+r) is a polynomial in the Y(yJ whose coefficients, 
as functions of X, are polynomials in the Im(x, yi) (and may have 
further material dependence on the yi , which is not relevant here). 
Consider now the term E-lT(yi ,.,., yIE , x)(F(x + l y~+r) - F(x)). 
To show that this converges in [Da(H)] to a vector of the form 
V(Yl ,a-‘, y,+JF(x), where V(y, ,..., yn+J is a polynomial in the 
Y(yJ whose coefficients as functions of x are polynomials in the (x, yi), 
it suffices to show that the same is true of l (F(X + eyn+r) -F(x)); 
for, by Lemma 3.2, the operator T(y, ,..., yn , X) acts continuously in 
[Da(H)]. Thus it suffices to prove that ei’Y% is of class Cl as a func- 
tion of X, for each fixed u E D,(H), with derivative of the indicated 
form. 
Employing the Weyl relation, e iwz+4 = ,icYucv)ei~(z),ci/2)Im(r,EY). 
It follows that 
,-l(&P(z+ev) _ eiY%z' Ju = ,-l(eifY(y)e(i/2)Im(z,EY) _ 1) eiwz)u, 
= E-l(eieY(~) _ 1) e(i/2kIm(z.Y) eiYf5)u 
+ E--l(e(i/2kIm(z.y) _ 1) &wdue 
The right summand of the last expression is evidently convergent in 
[Da(H)] as E -+ 0 to (i/2) Im(x, y) e iy%. To complete the proof it 
therefore suffices to show that E-l(eiry(Y) - 1)~ converges as E -+ 0, for 
arbitrary w E D,(H), to an expression of the earlier indicated type. 
More specifically, it will now be shown that: 
e-l(&P(Y) - q>w -+ iY(y)w in [D,(H)] as E -+ 0. (*) 
This is equivalent to showing that Hn&(eicy(r) - I - zYP(x))w --+ 0 
in K as E + 0 for all positive integral n; that 
E-l(&Fw - I - iZP(x))w -+ 0 (in K) 
follows from the fact that w ED(Y(x)). Setting 
z(c) = Hncl(eisy(o) - I - i#(x))w, 
the indicated problem is the same as that of showing that 
e-i~y(s)z(E) --t 0 as E +- 0. By Lemma 3.3, 
e--kYY(z)Z(E) = E-1 [(H + dP(iAx) + f (Ax, x))* 
_ e-irY(~,Hfl - ie-*Er(S)HnY(x) 1 zt. 
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Employing the notation O(E~) for a vector function of E whose norm is 
bounded by cc2 for sufficiently small E, 
(H + EY(iAX) + ; (Ax, x'j‘ 
n-1 
u = Hnu + E c H?P(iAx) Hn-l-j + O(r2), 
j=O 
and 
e-icY(*)Hnu = (I - i#(x)) Hnu + O(E~). 
It follows that 
n-1 
e-iry(s)z(e) = 1 HY(iAx) u + S(x) H% - iH??‘(x)u + O(E). 
j=O 
From the fact that 
[Y(x), Hn]u = [il H+U(iAx)) Hn-ll) u, 
i=O 
deriving from the relation 
[Y(x), H]u = i!P(iAx)u, u E R,(H), 
which in turn is a consequence of Lemma 3.3, it follows that the sum 
of the terms other than O(E) in the foregoing expressions for e@Y(Z)s(E) 
vanishes. It follows in particular that e&y(r)Z(E) --t 0 as E -+ 0. 
End of proof. 
It will later be seen that the singular operators of concrete quantum 
process theory may appropriately be formulated as operators from 
[Da(H)] to its antidual (in which the original Hilbert space K is 
naturally canonically imbedded). That such generalized operators are 
completely determined by their transformation properties under the 
eiycZ) is implied by 
THEOREM 3.2. Given H and A as earlier, and with the same 
notation, the only continuous sesqui-linear forms F on [D,(H)] such that 
qeiYy’“’ 24, eiYfr)w) = F(u, w) 
for all x E D,(A) and u, w E D,(H), are those of the form 
0, 4 = c<u, w>, c = constant. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let A be a selj-adjoint operator in the complex Hilbert 
space H, such that A 3 EI, E > 0. Let D be any dense linear subset of H 
which is contained in D,(A) and invariant under the eitA, t E RI. Then 
D is dense in [D,(A)]. 
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Proof. This means that if x E D,(A), then for any preassigned 
integer m, there exists a sequence {xJ in D such that A&, -P Ajx for 
j = 0, l,..., m. Since A > EI, it suffices to show that Amx, -+ Amx. 
To this end, let H, denote the Hilbert space consisting of the domain 
D,m of Am with the inner product 
Xx, y>, = G@x, Amy). 
Since D,m is invariant under the group U(.), U(t) = eitA, and since 
the given inner product in H, is invariant under this group, the group 
U,(.), Urn(t) = U(t) 1 DAm, is unitary on H, . It is also easily seen 
to be continuous, as a one-parameter group on H, . 
Now D is contained in D,” and so, as a linear subset, is contained 
in H, . It is invariant under the U(t), and hence also invariant under 
the Urn(t). The self-adjoint generator A, of U,(.) therefore has an 
essentially self-adjoint restriction A,’ to D. This means that A, is the 
closure of A,‘, which means precisely that a sequence in D with the 
indicated convergence properties exists. End of proof. 
LEMMA 3.6. Let F(p, q) denote a sesqui-linear form on the polyno- 
mials over Rn (linear in p, antilinear in q), having the property that 
F(1, 1) = 0 and 
ww 4) = F(p, w) 
Fi 
(i -$--cx~)P,Y) =F(P,i(&-c”)q) (1 GiGa), 
where p and q are arbitrary polynomials in the coordinates x1 ,..., x, on 
Rn and c is a real constant # 0. Then F vanishes identically. 
Proof. By iteration of the relations F(xjp, q) = F(p, xiq) and 
linear combination of the resulting relations, it follows that 
Wp, q) = F(P, 3 f or an arbitrary polynomial r on R”. It follows 
that F(p, q) = F(~P, 11, so that it suffices to show that 
F(x,“’ ..* x2, 1) = 0 
for arbitrary nonnegative integral a, ,..., a,. As the basis of an indirect 
argument, let xp *a* x2 be a monomial of least degree such that 
F(xp .a. x2, 1) # 0; then at least one aj > 0; it is evidently no essen- 
tial loss of generality to assume that a, # 0. Now 
F(xp ... x,““, 1) = F(x,a’-’ 0.. x2, x1) 
= F x,“‘-’ e.. 32, [ice’] 
= [-ice’] F (i (-& - 
1 
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now F((a;&,) xp-l ..* x2, 1) = 0 since the monomial in question 
is of strictly lower degree than x> ..a x2; thus the foregoing expression 
equals 
[-iC-qF(-icXIXIL’-l ... I”, 1) = --F(x;’ ..* X2, 1). 
Thus F(@ ... x2, 1) is equal to its negative, and so vanishes, a 
contradiction completing the argument. End of proof. 
Proof of Theorem. It will be convenient to use the complex wave 
representation given in [7] for the isonormal quantum process. In 
this representation, in which the process is now taken, K consists of 
the L, completion of the algebra P of all antiholomorphic polynomials 
over H, i.e., functionals p’ on H of the form 
p’(4 = P((% 9 z),..., (& 9 @I> 
where p is an ordinary polynomial on C’, and zr ,..., z, are arbitrary 
vectors in H, r being an arbitrary nonnegative integer, with the inner 
product: E(fg) = (f, g) for f, g E P, with 
E(p’) = J p(tl ,..., tJ e-(1’z)(‘tl’2+...+‘tl’e) v d&(27$7, 
the integration being over C *. The action of Y’(x) is determined as 
follows: exp[iY(x)] carries p’ into the functional Q’, where 
Q’(4 = Pb + ) x e(i/2)Im(2,z)+(1/4)((2,2)-(z+z.z+m)). 
The element B of K is represented by the functional which is identically 
1 on H. The action of r(U) on p(x) carries it into p( U-lx). 
An element of K is called tame if it can be identified with a func- 
tional f’ on H of the form 
f’b) = f(<% , ~),..v <% ,z>) 
where f is an entire function on Cr such that E(I f 1”) < CO, E being 
defined by the same integral as earlier (cf. lot. cit.);fis said to “live on” 
the manifold spanned by zr ,. . ., x, . The action of eipfz) and of r(U) 
on a tame functional is given by the same expressions as in the case of 
a polynomial. Since P is dense in K, so also is the set S of all tame 
functionals, and in addition, S is invariant under the eiYtz) (unlike P), 
as follows from the indicated action of eiytz), Now let Q denote the 
set of all tame functionalsf’ for which the zz in the foregoing represen- 
tation are all in D,(A). From the density of DSO(A) in H it may be 
inferred that the elements of Q living on a given finite-dimensional 
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submanifold M of H form a set which is dense (in the topology of K) 
in the set of all tame functionals living on M; it follows in turn that Q 
is dense in K. Also, in view of the indicated action of F(U) for a given 
unitary operator U on H, Q is invariant under the operators P(eitA), 
t E RI. It follows, applying Lemma 3.5, that Q is contained and dense 
in L(H)]. 
It is therefore sufficient to show that if F(*, *) is any sesqui-linear 
form on Q x Q which is invariant under the eiFtz), x E D,(A), and 
relatively continuous in the topology of [DJH)], then F is a constant 
multiple of the given inner product on K. If QM denotes the subset 
of Q living on the given finite-dimensional submanifold M of D,(A), 
it suffices similarly to show that if F(-, 0) is any given sesqui-linear 
form on QM x Qlll, similarly continuous and invariant under the 
eiYfz’ x EM, then it is a constant multiple of the inner product 
(the ionstant in question being F(v, v), where v denotes the identity 
functional). On the other hand, the topology of QM which is induced 
from the topology on [D,(H)] is difficult to describe explicitly, due 
to the circumstance that M is in general not invariant under the &la, 
and QM is correspondingly not invariant under the F(eilA). It is 
convenient therefore to introduce an auxiliary topology into QM . 
Since IH and A commute, so also do U(l) = N and U(A) = H, 
i.e., these operators have a simultaneous diagonalization. It follows 
that if P, denotes the spectral projection for N corresponding to the 
interval [0, n], and if u ED,(H), then P,u ED,(H); and moreover 
P,u --+ u in [D,(H)], by spectral theory and dominated convergence 
(cf. e.g. [IO]). N ow let an element of K which is in the range of P, 
for some n be called “N-finite.” The set KiMo of all N-finite elements 
of K, is then dense in Kr,,r relative to [Dm(H)], for the reason just 
noted, together with the observation that if a vector u lives on M, 
so also does P,u, inasmuch as the one-parameter group generated by 
Iu leaves M invariant. The dense linear subset K,O of KM is not 
invariant under the eiy(r), x E M, but it is easily seen (and clear from 
the representation theory for the normal process given in [7]) that it 
is invariant under the operators Y(X), for x E M. This is useful in 
connection with the infinitesimal form of the invariance condition 
on F: from the relation F(eiY( tf)~, eiy( l’)y) = F(x, y) (t E R1, fc D,(A)) 
it follows on differentiation with respect to t that 
valid for all x and y in the domain of all vectors z in D,(H) such that 
eitP(f)z is a differentiable function of t to [Da(H)]. This domain is all 
of D,(H), according to Theorem 3.1. 
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It is thus sufficient to show that if F is any sesquilinear form on 
Khlo x K,O such that 
F(Y(x)u, 20) = F(u, Y(x)w) 
for all x E M, u and w in K Mo, then F(u, w) = C(U, w). Replacing F’ 
by F’, where F’(u, w) = F( U, w) - F(v, v)(u, w), it is no essential loss 
of generality to suppose that F(v, U) = 0; the problem is then to show 
that F vanishes identically. To this end it is convenient to employ the 
real wave representation (see [l I]), in which the presently relevant 
objects take the following form. 
Let M, denote a real-linear subspace of M such that 
M=M,+iM,. Then KM is the space L,(M, , dm) of all square- 
integrable functions over M, relative to the measure 
&y(X) = (&y/2 e-(lW2 &y; 
KM0 is the collection of all polynomial functions on M, ; if f~ M, , 
Y(f) acts on the polynomial p(X) in Khlo as multiplication by the 
linear functional 2~l’~(X,fj; if f E iM, , Q(f) acts similarly as the 
operator --ii(2112 aia(X, f) - 2-li2(X,f)). To conclude the proof it 
therefore suffices, choosing a basis for M, and utilizing only the f or, 
if, with f among the elements of the basis, to refer to Lemma 3.6. 
End of Proof. 
Remark. Results analogous to Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 are very 
probably valid also in the case of symmetric and related quantum 
processes. Analogous results may also be formulated in connection 
with unitary representations of Lie groups, the role of Y(.) being taken 
over by the corresponding infinitesimal representation of the Lie 
algebra, and that of H taken over by d = Ci Y(eJ2, where the ei 
range over a basis of the Lie algebra. The Lorentz-invariance of the 
present space [D&H)] h as its counterpart in the independence of 
[Dm(d)] from the choice of basis, which follows from recent work of 
Goodman [12]. The analog of Theorem 3.1 for this case also follows 
from [12]. 
Added in proof. Analogous results for unitary representations of Lie groups have 
now been obtained by N. K. S. Poulsen. 
4. EXISTENCE OF LOCAL RENORMALIZED PRODUCTS 
The general question with which this section is concerned is that 
of the extension of the mapping W”)(.) defined earlier, on a suitable 
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dense subspace of H”, to generalized vectors lying in general outside 
H”; this extension is possible, in the cases of particular interest, only 
at the cost of utilizing suitably generalized operators as values of the 
extended Yn)(.). Roughly but concretely speaking, the inequalities 
obtained earlier show that !?‘(n)(j)(I + H)ea is a bounded operator, 
for sufficiently large a, and for f E [D,(A)ln.J. This will not be the 
case when !P)(f ) is replaced by its extended values !-Pgk (f’), where 
f' is a relatively singular vector (e.g., one supported by the diagonal 
of the product measure space); however, (I + H)pb Yi:t(f’)(l + H)-” 
will be, roughly speaking, a bounded operator, for suitably large a 
and b, for thef’ of interest. 
It will suffice for immediate purposes, and at the same time provide 
concrete examples illustrating the earlier somewhat abstract theory, 
to treat the existence of the process which may be symbolically denoted 
*as :c#(x)‘:, where C# denotes the process associated as earlier with a given 
locally compact Abelian group G and energy operator B in L,(G). 
The additional structure provided by this degree of specialization 
of the process, as well as qualitative conditions on B, appear necessary 
for a complete existence theory on the domain in question, although 
preliminary aspects of the theory could be treated with the generality 
of Section 2. With the assumption made here that the inverse of the 
spectral function for B is in L,(G*) for some p < 9, the indicated 
products as well as similar products-such as :#(x)‘#(s)~?, and in the 
case when G is a Lie group, products involving higher space derivatives 
-exist in a quite satisfactory sense. Not only is the symbolic integral 
J :4(x)’ $(x)“:f(~) dx capable of being well-defined in the indicated 
sense for a convenient class of functionsf, but the kernel itself can be 
so defined. 
The existence theory of renormalized powers as generalized oper- 
ators may be built up along lines partially parallel to those of Section 
2 of I. The basic distinction is, as earlier indicated, that an additional 
element of structure is involved, in the form of the distinguished 
operator H, in the development of a theory applicable in particular to 
relativistic processes in more than two space-time dimensions. 
Although the theory emerges from considerations of locality in 
physical space (i.e., the group G), the mathematically predominant 
locus for the functions treated is the dual space (or group G*)- 
a circumstance connected ,with the group invariance of the theory. 
To facilitate and clarify analysis in the dual space it is useful to treat 
renormalized powers in connection with a given abstract algebra of 
averaging functions, rather than a concrete algebra of functions on 
physical space. 
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More specifically, let A be a given real associative algebra, and E 
a given linear functional on A. Let (~3, @, K, V> denote a symmetric 
process over (A, E) in the sense: 
@ is strongly linear from A to strongly commuting self-adjoint 
operators in K: @(x + y) = closure of G(X) + Q(y), Q(X) and 0(y) 
being commutative in the sense that their spectral projections are 
such; @(DIx) = a@(x), a E RI, N # 0; 
@ has the same properties as @; 
The Weyl relations are satisfied: 
&mea7 = e-iE(fg)ei~‘cg)eiO(f) for all f, g E A; 
‘u is a given vector of unit norm in the complex Hilbert space K; 
E is nonsingular: E(fg) = 0 for all g only iff = 0. 
Now let D be a given linear domain in K which is invariant under 
the operators Q(f), @(f ), eiO’f), eid(f), for arbitrary f E A. Let 
@‘O)(f; ., .) denote the sesqui-linear form on D: 
@‘O’(f; x,y) = E(f)<x,y); f EA, X,Y ED. 
Let there be given a topology in D (called the D topology) relative to 
which D is a topological linear vector space, and such that the injection 
mapping from D in the D topology (hereafter denoted as p]) to D 
as a linear subset of K in the relative topology is continuous; and sup- 
pose that v ED. Then the generalized renormalized n-th power of 
@(a = 0, l,...) is defined (relative to the given domain and topology 
represented by [D]) inductively as follows. 
Suppose @‘j)(f; x, y) is defined for j < n in such a way that 
@@)(f; X, y) is the function on A x D x D previously defined; 
@(j)(f; x, y) is defined for f E A, , where A, is a linear subdomain of 
A, and for X, y E K, and has the properties: 
(a) CV(f; eWQ)x, &WJ)y) = @Cj)(f, x, y) 
(0 <j <n;fEAj;gcA;x,yED). 
(b) @(j)(f; e id(g)x, &g)y) = @(j)(f; x, y) + j@'+l)(fg; x, y) 
+ -** + (i) w-r)(fgr; x, y) 
+ --* + @‘O’(fgj; x, y) 
(0 ~j<n;fEAi;gEA;x,yED). 
(c) For each j < n, W)(f; x, y) is, for each fixed f E A, an 
hermitian form in x and y, continuous on [D], and is the unique such 
form satisfying a and b, and the condition that if j # 0, then 
W’(f; vi, 7.g = 0 . 
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Then A, is defined as the set of all f~ A such that there exists a 
unique continuous hermitian form /I(., .) on [D] x [D] having the 
properties that 
&?~Qwx, P’g’y) = &, y) 
/qeiwx , ‘“‘“‘y) = ,B(x, y) + y (: j @(““‘(f-g’; x, y) e’ ’ 
r=0 
for all g E A and x and y in D; and ,8(z), V) = 0. @“)(f; X, y) is defined 
for f E A, as /3(x, y). 
Remark. The question of uniqueness could be avoided here by 
working with residue classes as in Section 2 in I. The greater generality 
which this makes possible is not necessary for present applications. 
SCHOLIUM 4.1. With the foregoing notation, the @cn)(.; ., .) exist 
as unique multilinear functions from A, x D x D to Cl. 
Proof. This is parallel to that for Scholium 2.4 of I and is omitted. 
The main result of this section is essentially to the effect that the 
renormalized powers exist on a dense and otherwise convenient 
domain. However, due to the fact that the natural domains for 0, @,, 
and the W) are all distinct-although they contain a common dense 
subalgebra-some sharpening in the admissible domains, etc. may 
be obtained by a more specialized formulation. In case B(.) is 
continuous, which is not a significant limitation in practice, all of the 
spaces involved contain the domain of all bounded measurable func- 
tions of compact support on the dual group G*; this domain forms 
an appropriate algebra relative to convolution as multiplication. 
Theorem 4.1 therefore establishes in this case the existence of the 
renormalized powers, relative to this algebra, in the sense earlier 
indicated. From this result follow certain extensions of the admissible 
domains, which are in part included in the statement of the theorem. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let B be a real and G-invariant self-adjoint operator 
in L,(G), where G is a given locally compact Abelian group. Suppose that 
the spectral function B(x*) for B on the dual group G* has the property 
that B(.)-l E L,,(G*) f or all suficiently large p, including p = co. 
Let (@, 0, K, v, P) denote the normal symmetric quantum process 
built on (G, B), and let H be as earlier. Then there existsfor n = 0, 1,2,..., 
and f E L,(G) a continuous sesqui-linear form @cn)( f ) on [Da(H)] such 
that 
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(i) W)(f) is for fixed n a linear function of f, and the map 
$f;;g’+ @‘“Yf)(X~ Y) is continuousfrom& x [Dm(H)] x [Dm(H)] 
(ii) @O)( f )(x, y) = (Jf )(x, y); Qcn)( f )(v, v) = 0 for all f, x, and 
y, ;fn > 0. 
(iii) For arbitrary g E D,(B), @(“I( f ) is invariant under the operators 
&#47) > and @cn)( f)(ei’(g)x, ei’@)y) = CF=, (F) @(“-‘)(fg’)(x, y). 
The Wn)( f ) are uniquely determined by these properties. 
Remark. In the application to relativistic physics, G* is Rn or ,P, 
with n usually taken as 3, and B(k) = (m2 + k2)l/“; and it is evident 
that B(.)-l E L,(G*) f or sufficiently large p in all these cases (m being 
taken positive). 
Proof of theorem. Note first that if g ED,(B), then g EL,(G). 
For d = (B(.)ai)(B(.)-a) f or any a > 0; taking a = p/2, where 
B(.)-l E L,(G*), it follows that 6 is the product of two functions, each 
of which is in L,(G*), and hence is in L,(G*); thus g is continuous and 
vanishes at infinity on G. In particular,fg’ is integrable iffis integrable, 
so that Pn-')(fgr) is well-defined. 
The uniqueness part of the theorem is a corollary to the general 
theory given in Section 3. The existence part is established essentially 
by showing that lirnh+* J (:@(h,)“: x, y)f(a) da, where h,(b) = h(a-lb), 
exists and is continuous on [D=(H)], etc. The appropriate bounds for 
these purposes are here established by somewhat specialized computa- 
tions, in connection with which it will be convenient to employ the 
notations: B,(.) is the function on G*m given by the equation 
&(k, ,.a., km) = 5 W,); S,(.) = B,(.)-1; 
.i=l 
N.) = SC.); P = (Pl ,***,Pmh dp = fl dpi . 
It will also be convenient to employ distribution-theoretic notation 
justified by Section 2; in particular, 
E($(k)&k’)) = M(k, k’) = B(k)-l S(k + k’), 
in the sense that 
E (i #z)p(k) dk 1 q&k’) p(- k’) dk’) = I B(k)-l$(k) q( - k) dk 
whenever B-‘1”~ and B-li2q E L,(G*). 
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LEMMA 4.1. If F and F’ are measurable symmetric functions on 
G*n and Gxn’ such that B,jF and BLIF’ are square-integrable for 
j = 1, 2,..., and if 
w = (1 $(Pl) --&pn):m% ,-**, PA dp) v 
w’ = 
is 
:&ql) *.$(qn+F’(ql ,..., %I,) 4j vs 
then w and w’ are in D,(H), and for any g EL,(G), 
(n!)(n’!)(r!) 
(:@‘(g)‘: w, w’) = (n - $! (n’ - s)! s! I( f-pi) B(W )i 1 
fi B(Pi)Fl 
i=l 
WI ,..-, P, , k, ,a.., L)p’(P, , . . . . P, , Ls+l ,..., k,) dk dp, 
where 2s = n + n’ - r, provided s is integral; and is otherwise zero. 
Proof. From the known structure of scalar fields (cf. Section 2), it 
follows that if w corresponds to F in the indicated fashion, then eitHw 
corresponds to e i”BnF. From this and the fact that the map F --+ w is, 
within a constant factor, an isometry, it follows that w E D,(H) if 
and only if B,jF is square-integrable for all j. 
Now set D(g) = (:@(g)‘: w, w’). On employing the results of 
Section 2, and writing 
:@(g)? = l :&k,) a.. &kT): &k,) ... &k7) dk, 
D(g) may be expressed in the form 
I E[:&k,) ~~$(kJ: :&pl) +(p,J: $(- ql) ..*I$(- qn*):] 
J&?WTp, ,...,PJF’(q, ,...> qnt) dk 4’4. 
Consider first the product $(p,) *** &p,): $(qJ a** d(q%J):. By 
Section 2, this product may be decomposed into a sum of renormalized 
products; these products are in turn orthogonal to the product 
:$(K,) -1. &A,): except when they are a renormalized product of 
precisely r of the&p,) and J(qj). Thus the only terms in the indicated 
decomposition which may contribute materially to D(g) are of the 
form 
T = $h’i) ;,&- qi): n W&Pa>& qdl, 
aEA 
5So/6/1-5 
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here A and B are subsets of P(n) and P(,‘) respectively containing 
exactly s elements, where for any positive integer i, P(i) denotes the 
set of all positive integers j < i; h is a one-to-one function from A 
onto B; and s is restricted to satisfy the equation: 
(n - s) $ (n’ - s) = Y. 
(In particular, if no positive integral such s exists, then D(g) vanishes.) 
Similarly, E[:&k,) *** &AT): T] may be expressed as a sum of terms 
T’, each of which is of the form 
isP(n)-A ieP(n’)-B 
where A’ is a one-to-one function from P(n) - A onto a subset C of 
P(r) containing n - s elements, and A” is a one-to-one function from 
P(d) - B onto P(r) - C. 
Now each term such as T’ occurs in connection with D(g) as a factor 
in an integrand; the remaining factor in the integrand is the product 
of three symmetric functions, of the k’s, the p’s, and the q’s 
respectively. Hence any permutation of the k’s, or of the p’s, or of the 
q’s, in any term T’, does not materially affect its contribution to the 
total integral. Suppose in particular that A = P(s), B = P(s), 
C = P(n - s), X(i) = i, h’(s + i) = i (i = l,..., n - s), and 
h”(s + i) = n - s + i (i = I,..., n’ - s); 
every term T’ can be obtained from the corresponding particular term 
by admissible permutations. There are (r) choices for A, (F’) choices 
for B, (&) choices for C, s! choices for A, (n - s)! choices for A’, and 
(n’ - s)! choices for A”. It follows that D(g) is the product of these 
multiplicities with the contribution from the particular term indicated. 
Recalling that E(&p) t&q)) = M(p + q), 
D(g) = (n! n’! r!/(n - s)! (n’ - s)! s!) 
n-s 
m 
?I'--s 
X WA,, > ki) l-l M(- qsci , L,+d f-I WPi 9 - Qi) 
i=l j=l i=l 
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where F(p) = F(p, ,..., pm) and similarly for I;(q). Substituting 
WP, 4) = B(PFl YP + 4) in this expression it results that 
q g) = c 1 fi &hi) B(W fi m4-‘ml ,..., p, , Al ,-**9 LJ 
f=l i=l 
F(P~ ,...,ps > k-,+1 ,..., h) dk 4 
where c = (n! n’! r!/(n - s)! (n’ - s)! s!). End of proof. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let Mi (i = 1,2, 3) be measure spaces; let G, H, and 
L be given measurable functions on Ml x MS, M, x M3, and 
M, x M, x MS , respectively. Then 
Proof. It is no essential loss of generality to assume that all the 
norms on the right side of the foregoing inequality are finite. Defining, 
when the integral in question exists, 
Wx> 4 = $ WY, 4 L(x, Y, 4 4s 
then by Schwarz’ inequality 
I J%412 d (jky,412dy)(j- I~(w,z)12~.); 
similarly, 
< (j- j G(x, x)1” dx dz)li2 (1 I M(x, z)I” dx dz)“’ 
G II G II2 (1 [I I WY, 41” dy I I Lb, Y, dl” dy] dx dz)li2 
= II G II2 (j- [I WY, 41’ dy 1 I W, Y, 412 dy dx] dz)li2 
< II G 112 II HII2 (SOP j- I G, Y, 41” dx dy)“‘. 
These estimates are valid only when the integrals in question exist, but 
this is evidently the case by Fubini’s theorem, except for irrelevant 
null sets, under the assumed finiteness of the norms involved. End 
of p1oof. 
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LEMMA 4.3. There exists a constant K and positive integer a such 
that for arbitrary w and w’ in D,(H), and g E L,(G), 
(:@(g)7: w, w’) = 
m . T g(k) Mu,,@, >-*a, k ) n dk, , i=l 
where M,,,,s is integrable and 
II J&o,,, IL G K IIV + H)aw II IIV + HP’ II. 
Proof. Consider first the special case treated in Lemma 4.1. In 
this case the conclusion of the Lemma is equivalent to the assertion 
that 
(I Wi) j v S(P,) F(Pl 1’**1 Psf kl ,***I L) (*) 
~(PI ,..., ps, &+I ,.a., k,) dp 
is integrable, with absolute integral dominated as indicated. Recall in 
this connection that 
11 w II2 = n! j- I F(h, ,..., k,J12 B(h$l .*- B(k,)-l dk; 
IV + H)aw II2 
=?I ! J (1 + B(k,) + ..* + B(k,))ZG / F(k, ,..., k,)(2 B&)-i *.a B(k,)-1 dk. 
Setting 
Fl@l ,***, ha) = (JJ mJ-% ,.-*, Ml + B(h) + ..* + m,))“, 
and similarly for F,‘, this means in particular that I\(1 + H)aw /I2 = 
n! // Fi II: . Now rewriting the expression (*) in terms of Fl and F,‘, it 
becomes, setting k’ for (k, ,.,., k,-,) and k” for (kn-s+l ,..., k,), 
(v B(k,))-1’2 1 F,(P, - k’) F,‘(P, 12”) 
x (1 + B,(p) + J-L,(Wa (1 + B,(P) + &~&“))-a 4. 
This is an integral of the type treated by Lemma 4.2; with x = - k’, 
y = k”, z = p, G = F, , H = F,‘, and L the remaining factor, 
Lemma 4.2 implies that the integrand before the integration with 
respect to p is integrable as a function of p, k’ and k”-in which case 
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the indicated integral with respect to p exists almost everywhere- 
provided 
K = "yJ j (y B(q (1 + K(P) + 4-s(w2a 
x (1 4 B,(p) + B,,+(kn))-2a dk’ dk” < co. 
To estimate K, note that as B(K) is bounded from below, the factor 
(Q B(Q)-i is bounded by a constant, and B,(p) > sr; using the 
inequality: (u + b)-2 < (ab)-l for a, b > 0, it follows that if n > s 
and n’ > s, 
< c’ j B,-,(k’)-” dk’ j B,~-,(k”-a dk”, 
. 
where c and c’ are constants independent of n and n’. Since n - s and 
n’ - s are bounded by r, to conclude the treatment it suffices to 
show that every integral of the form J B,(k)-a dk is finite for suffi- 
ciently large a. This follows from the domination of the geometric 
by the arithmetic mean and the assumption that B(.)-l EL,(G*) for 
sufficiently large p. In the special cases n = s or n’ = s, trivialized 
versions of the foregoing are applicable. 
This shows the integrability of M,,, 1 in the special case in question, 
and employing the estimate given in Lemma 4.2, it follows further that 
11 MWrWf [jr < K/1(1 + H)% 11 [/(I + H)%u I/, where K and a are 
independent of w, w’, and g (though possibly dependent on Y). Now 
let w and w’ be arbitrary in D,(H), and write w = C, w, , 
WI = c, wn’, where wi and wit are the respective components of w 
and w’ in the subspace K, on which the (so-called “total number of 
particles”) operator N acts as multiplication by i. Since the one- 
parameter unitary groups generated by N and H commute, each wi 
is again in D,(H), and the estimate just derived is applicable. 
Thus each MW,,W,, is integrable, and the question reduces to the 
integrability of &i Mwi,,+, an d to the estimation of its L, norm. Now 
:0(g)?: wi is orthogonal to wj ’ in case / j - i 1 > r, so that the sum in 
question may be expressed as C;=-, xi Mwi,wi+t . The sum over t 
being finite, it suffices to establish the integrability and estimate for 
the partial sum xi Mw,,,;+t . It is evidently sufficient to show that 
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xi 11 Mwr,,,;,, I/r is finite and satisfies the inequality cited. Now 
II Mt+,w,, Ill < K IIV + H) wi I/ I](1 + H)” wi’ //, so that 
d K (1 ll(I + H&i 112)“’ (c ll(l + H)aw’i+t 112)1’2* 
z i 
On the other hand (I+ H) a~ is the orthogonal sum Ci(l + H)” wi , 
so that xi l/(1 + H)a wi II2 = l/(1 + H)aw 112, and similarly for 
Cc ll(I + H)a w;+~ l12. It follows that 
II No,,, 111 < 2rK IIV + H)Qw II W + H)aw’ II 
as required. 
LEMMA 4.4. The limit limy+l D(g,) exists, and is a continuous 
function of a E G and w, w’ E [D,(H)]. 
Proof. Evidently, 
by Lemma 4.1, where {a, K) is the value on the group-element a of 
the character k. It follows from Lemma 4.3 and dominated covergence 
that this integral tends to zero as g, g’ + 6. Denoting this limit as 
Q2,(w, w’), then 
I Qu(w, w’)l < II Mo,to, 111 < K IV + W=w II IIV + HP’ IL 
where K is uniform in a. This inequality reduces the question of the 
continuity of Q,(w, w’) as a function of the three variables a, w, and 
w’ to the question of its continuity as a function of a, and this is 
evident from its representation as an absolutely convergent Fourier 
integral, 
(Remark. Intuitively, Q, is the sesqui-linear form on D,(H) 
corresponding to the heuristic operator :+(a)?, which thus appears 
as a well-defined generalized operator.) 
LEMMA 4.5. For any f E&(G), JQJw, w’)f(a) da exists, and is 
bounded by const.llflll /](I + H)bw 1) \I(1 + H)b~’ II, for some b > 0. 
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Proof. It is clear from the continuity and boundedness of IR,(eu, w’) 
just indicated that the integral exists. The estimate given follows from 
the Parseval relation for Fourier transforms of integrable functions. 
LEMMA 4.6. Let CW( f )(x, y) denote J l&(x, y)f(u) da, r 2 1; 
set W”)(f)(x, y) = (Jf)(x, y). Then conditions (i), (ii), and (iii) of 
Theorem 4.1 are satisfied. 
Proof. Condition (i) follows immediately from Lemma 4.5. 
Condition (ii) follows from the fact that (:@(g)‘: ZJ, V) = 0 for all g 
and r = 1, 2,..., together with the definition for the case r = 0. The 
invariance of a(‘)( f ) under the unitary transformations eiO(@ follows 
from the invariance of the approximating forms under these transfor- 
mations; this derives in turn from the commutativity of ei@(g) with all 
Q(h). To treat the transformation properties under the ei’(g), note that 
as in I. On applying both sides of this equation to X, taking the inner 
product withy, and passing to the limit g -+ 6, , it results that QJx, y) 
enjoys the transformation property indicated. On multiplication by 
f(u) and integration over G, it follows that @(r)(f) enjoys this same 
property. 
The uniqueness is a consequence of the continuity of the @cr)( f) 
as forms on [D,(H)], together with Theorem 3.1, and the argument 
that if j is the least degree such that there exists another form with the 
same properties on W)( f ), then the two forms would have a difference 
which is invariant under the unitary transformation eirpth) and eiitk) 
for arbitrary h and k. End of proof. 
Remark 4.5. Note that in the course of establishing the existence 
of @t”)(f) as a continuous sesquilinear form in [D,(H)], it has been 
shown also that Q(n)@,) is naturally definable as such. Denoting this 
form as $(a)?, this is no longer a distribution in space but an actual 
continuous function on G to the forms in [Dm(H)]. It would now be 
possible to characterize intrinsically the form J :@(a)? dm(a), where 
m is a finite measure on G. 
Remark 4.6. The renormalized powers :$(x)~: of the field itself 
are a special case of the renormalized polynomials in the field and all 
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of its derivatives. These could be characterized inductively by their 
transformation properties under the e+@(g) and eidth); and @j(x)” &(x)q: 
could be shown to exist as a continuous form on [D,(H)], which 
depends continuously on x. The extension to such cases is connected 
with the extension to the case of vector processes (i.e., the case in 
which L,(G) is replaced by L,(G) x V, where V is a given finite- 
dimensional vector space); and the general treatment has basic ele- 
ments in common with the treatment of parallel questions for anti- 
symmetric (Fermi-Dirac) processes. A comprehensive treatment is 
planned for a later occasion, but it should be noted that there is a 
significant distinctive aspect to the case of the renormalized powers 
(or polynomials in the process @ and the processes which result from 
the application of purely spatial operators, such as the gradient in the 
euclidean case, to the process @). This is the Abelian character of the 
ring R determined by the a(f). (Th is is not merely a special circum- 
stance for the scalar case, but a reflection of the broad physical desid- 
eratum known as “microcausality,” or “local commutativity,” according 
to which the basic conceptual “field observables” at any fixed time 
must commute.) By virtue of this association of renormalized powers 
with such a “finite” ring (in the Murray-von Neumann sense), they 
are in a sense much closer to operators than are arbitrary forms. This 
may be briefly indicated by the following results, which serve also to 
clarify the connection between the present results and those of I. 
DEFINITION. Let F be a continuous sesqui-linear form on [D3a(H)]. 
The “associated operator from D,(H) to its anti-dual,” denoted TF , 
is the unique linear mapping from D,(H) to its antidual such that 
F@,Y) = (TFx,Y). 
In greater detail, it is clear that F(x, y) is, as a function of y, for 
fixed x, a continuous antilinear functional on [D,(H)]; it thus has the 
formf( y) for a unique element f of the antidual, denoted *D,(H), of 
D,(H); the mapping x -+ f is easily seen to be linear; this mapping 
is denoted as TF . 
It is evident that if u E K, the mapping u + f, , where fu(x) = (u, x), 
x E D,(H), is a continuous linear isomorphism of K into *D,(H). 
It will be convenient, when no essential confusion can arise, to identify 
K with its corresponding image in *D,(H). In particular, the restric- 
tion T,.’ of TF to the domain of all x E D,(H) such that TFx E K, is 
then a conventional partially defined operator in K; it will be called 
the “associated operator in K”. Note that if TF’ is densely defined, 
and if F is invariant under the e ia( then TF’ is essentially normal, as 
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a consequence of the genera1 fact that a densely defined operator 
commuting with a set of unitaries generating a ring whose commuter is 
“finite” in the sense of Murrary and von Neumann has a “measurable” 
cIosure refative to the commuter; in particular, if invariant under a 
set of unitaries genkrating a maximal Abelian ring, as do the f?@(g), it
is essentially normal (cf. Ann. Math. 57(1957), 454-456). 
SCHOLIUM 4.2. The operator in K associated with a given continuous 
sesqui-linear form on [D,(H)] which is invariant under the ei@@) is 
densely defined provided the vacuum vector v is in its domain. 
Proof. The domain of the associated operator TFf is invariant 
under the eiO(gJ, and therefore includes all the ei@(%. The vector v is 
cyclic for the maximal Abelian ring R generated by the eiO(Q) 
(cf. [lo, II]). Th e ring R0 generated algebraically by the eiO(@ is 
strongly dense in R, so that R,v is likewise dense in K. But R 
evidently consists of the finite linear combinations of the eiOQ). 
End of proof. 
This result provides an alternative means of establishing the 
P)( f ) for a relativistic scalar quantum process such that B(.)-l E Lp 
for all p > I, as self-adjoint operators, for real f (cf. I). It is only 
necessary to show that / @(n)( f )(v, y)l < const.(/ y 11, y E D,(H), 
which follows by a method employed in I, but requires significantly 
less computation than I. On the other hand the method estabhshes 
significantly less than I, in that the simultaneous spectral resolution 
of the V)(f) is not obtained. 
The following corollary may be noted. 
COROLLARY 4.1. If &.)-I ELJG*) for allp > 1, then the W)(f) 
for real f are all essentially self-adjoint on D,(H) (or any other linear 
subset of its domain which is dense and invariant under the eiO(@). 
On the other hand, in relativistic cases of more than two space-time 
dimensions, the operators in K associated with the renormalized 
powers typically have little, if anything, in their domains, as is indic- 
ated by the 
SCHOLIUM 4.3. If the operator in K associated with W2)( f) maps 
one nonzero vector in D,(H) into K, where f is integrable and square- 
integrable, then it is essentially normal. 
Proof. Let M denote the set of all vectors x E D,(H) such that 
the associated operator T from D,(H) to its antidual, 
@‘“‘U>@, Y) = (TX, Y>, 
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carries x into K. This is the same as the class of all x E D,(H) such 
that W2)( f )(x, y) . is, as a functional of y, bounded in the K norm. 
Since cP@)( f) is invariant under the eiOQ), M is invariant under the 
eiQ(g). It is also invariant under the eidcp) since 
@c2’(f>(eih7’x, ,i&s, Y) = @‘“‘(f)(? Y) + 2@Yfg)(~, Y> + @‘“‘(fg2)(% y); 
thus if x E M, W2)( f )(x, eidcg)y) is a bounded antilinear functional of 
y, showing that e i4(g)~ E M also. Thus the closure of M is invariant 
under the irreducible set of operators constituted by the eiQl(g) and 
eimch). If M contains one nonzero vector, it consequently is necessarily 
dense in K. This implies, according to Scholium 4.2) and the observa- 
tion preceding it, that the operator associated with P2)( f ) is essentially 
normal. End of proof. 
COROLLARY 4.2. If G = Iin, n > 1, and B(k) = (m2 + Iz~)~/~, 
m > 0, then the operator in K associated with @c2)( f) (f real) has only 
the zero vector in its domain, unless f = 0. 
The method used for the proof of Scholium 4.3 can be extended to 
higher powers, as in 
SCHOLIUM 4.4. Let C be any class of real integrable and square- 
integrable functions on G which is invariant under multiplication by 
continuous functions vanishing at infinity on G and dense in L,(G). If the 
operator in K associated with W( f ) h as one nonzero vector in its domain 
for allf E C and n = 1, 2,..., it is essentially self-adjoint for all f and n. 
Proof. The case n = 2 follows as earlier. The argument of the 
proof shows that if the operators associated with the @“‘(f ), n’ < n, 
f E C, are essentially self-adjoint, and if W+l)( f) has one nonzero 
vector in its domain, then the operator associated with W+l)( f) is 
essentially self-adjoint. The conclusion now follows by induction. 
Remark. The last result reduces the computation required to 
establish the self-adjointness of the operators in K associated with 
G(“)(f), established in the case B(.)-l E Lr, for all p > 1 in I, to the 
verification that these associated operators have one nonzero vector 
in their domains. This verification is relatively briefly carried out for 
the vacuum vector v. 
Remark. Although in general the operators in K associated with 
the @m(f) have only 0 in their domains, those associated with their 
temporal averages, are generally densely defined, and in certain 
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cases admit self-adjoint extensions. Such time-dependent questions 
as well as dynamical applications will be treated in a sequel to the 
present paper. 
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